Generation and characterization of cardiomyocytes under serum-free conditions.
In vitro culturing of mammalian cells provides an elegant platform to study cell signaling, interactions, and metabolism as well as proliferation and differentiation processes. Often, these cells are cultured and maintained in sera obtained from animals such as horses, cows, and rabbits. The sera used for this purpose fluctuates in composition from individual animals and, hence, influences the cellular growth and differentiation at different magnitudes. This poses a need to use a substitute for sera in cell culture systems to overcome the observed variations. Here, we present and compare protocols for culturing of embryonic stem (ES) cells in serum-free conditions, derivation of germ layers, and cardiac differentiation of ES cells in both serum-free and serum-containing culture conditions. Differentiated embryoid bodies by serum-free protocols produce significantly increased frequencies of clusters of cardiac cells beating stronger than found in serum-containing media. Therefore, we conclude that the use of serum replacement media (SRM) in our experiments led to more specific differentiation but reduced proliferation because these SRMs contained reduced essential substances like growth factors and hormones. Unlike serum media, SRMs have a well-defined composition and are highly reproducible. Hence, SRM will be the ideal substitute for serum-containing media.